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EDITORIAL
Remember if you move, or if your personal/work
circumstances change you should tell UNISON.

You can do this online or by contacting the branch office.
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Progress on securing proper payments for staff when they are on leave shuddered to a
halt recently after NHS bosses admitted that the work being undertaken by them only
covered a fraction of those staff who might be affected.

Staff unions had been working with NHS bosses to develop a system wide solution to
the issue which could cost the Health Board millions. However relations seriously
soured after it became apparent that the Board’s management team which includes Snr
HR and Payroll had not done what they had agreed.

UNISON Regional Organiser Matt McLaughlin has led the negotiations for the trade unions he said,
“Right at the start of this the unions secured an agreement that every ward area would be
reviewed. That is the only reason we agreed to hold off on a mass campaign of grievances and if,
need be litigation. That was and is still the right thing to do.” Matt added a stinging threat saying,
“However if NHS bosses don’t get this sorted and back on track immediately they can be rest
assured that they will have thousands of grievances and legal claims flooding in on the back of
them.”

In a toughly worded communication to Chief Executive Robert Calderwood, Matt said:

“This entire issue has been dogged by a ‘can’t do’ attitude from some management colleagues,
who would prefer to expend energy finding reasons not to develop solutions or simply take a local
manager’s view at face value.

“As a result we have no confidence in the management team’s ability to asses and drive forward
this issue to a fair and reasonable conclusion.”

Branch Secretary Cathy Miller said, “UNISON is willing and prepared to go the whole distance on this
issue and it would be a foolish employer who tries to take us on, this is about our members wages,
wages they are owed. NHS bosses should know by now that UNISON can communicate with our
members at the drop of a hat, if they are not careful we will put 5000
grievances on the Chief Exec’s desk in no time at all.”

As talks continue at Board level, UNISON members are asked to do
nothing more than be vigilant over this issue. If we do need you to take
further action we will write to Nursing and Nursing Assistant members
direct. If you have moved or no longer get UNISON mail make sure your
details are up to date by getting in touch at:

PAY AS IF
AT WORK
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UNISON NHS Glasgow Clyde and CVS Branch
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Community matters!
The Mungo Foundation
On the 1st July UNISON received correspondence from TMF to advise that we were entering into a
minimum of 45 days consultation on potential changes to Terms and Conditions. TMF find
themselves in financial difficulties with one million pounds worth of savings to be found!

Employee Forums have been set up with staff representatives from across the projects. NO changes
can be agreed at these forums.

UNISON is still waiting for formal negotiations to start.

A letter was sent out to all TMF UNISON members urging them to take an active part in the
consultation. An email and text number have been set up for staff to make their cost savings
suggestions details can be obtained on the TMF website.

UNISON will not readily negotiate away Terms and Condition but needs support from the members.
If you are interested in being a work place contact or steward please contact the branch.

Please also encourage non members to join. We may have a difficult road ahead and the more
members we have the better we can protect your Terms and conditions.

Citizens Advice Direct
CAD wanted to remove contribution based pay for all staff with effect from 1st April 2013. Following
a successful ballot where 100% of those who voted rejected the offer we spent six hours at ACAS
on the 24th July.

We were able to agree a settlement that ensures staff will be adequately compensated for the
changes to their pay.

We will also be establishing a properly constituted working group to look at the Employee Handbook
and changes to the Sickness Absence policies.

Citizens Advice Bureau – Maryhill and Possilpark
UNISON is happy to announce that we are in talks to get union recognition for our members.

SCIAF
We are currently in talks with SCIAF to introduce a new Pay Reward Structure. The management
have been working with HAY, a well known private sector provider for Job Evaluation. Talks are
ongoing.

Advocacy Matters
All our UNISON members have now been successfully TUPE transferred across to The Advocacy
Project based in Glasgow. Advocacy Matters are no longer trading.

Glasgow Women’s Aid
UNISON attended our first JNC in a while meeting the new manager Angela Devine. UNISON is
looking forward to working with the our members. We are currently looking for a workplace
representative. Anyone interested please contact the branch office.
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Time is running
out in new hospital

with staff now, we need to start face to face
discussion, all staff meetings and not rely upon
paper briefings alone.”

The NHS in Scotland may well have a commitment
to no redundancies, but it’s clear that the scale of
this change is so significant that some staff might
not be able to travel or in some cases there might
not be enough posts as services are merged on
site.

UNISON Steward at the
Western Infirmary Walter
Fairbairn Gaffney said, “Staff
want to know what’s going
to happen, we need to know
if our jobs are safe and what
our services might look like
at the new hospital. It’s
going to be a big challenge

moving thousands of staff onto the site and at
the same time, what will happen to those staff
who might not be able to travel or make the
change. There are so many unanswered
questions still at this stage, apart from the
concerns of clinical staff, there are also the
practical issues for facilities staff like
domestics – are we really going to expect
them to travel across the city for a part time
job?”

With plans well underway to
open the New South Glasgow
Hospital, UNISON is calling
on NHS Bosses to be more
proactive around staff
communication and for clarity

around key workforce issues.

With construction around a month ahead of
schedule, staff and patients could be moving into
the new building as early as
June 2015 and yet the union is
concerned that many of the
staff who will be affected by
the changes are not ‘alert’ to
the fact that they will see a
direct impact on their jobs.

Cathy Miller, Branch Secretary
said, “NHS Bosses are
currently looking at a clinical migration plan
which will see services transfer from the
Southern, Yorkhill, Victoria and Western
Infirmaries on a site by site basis. I am
concerned that this will may have a negative
impact on those staff and services who are
‘last’ on site. UNISON needs to be convinced
that the Board have learned from mistakes
made during the ACAD builds and service
transfers off Stobhill.”

UNISON is represented on the Boards ‘On the
Move’ Project Team and is working hard to ensure
that the needs of members and service delivery are
properly balanced. Assistant Branch Secretary
Frances Lyall said, “UNISON is concerned that
members are not yet focussed on the changes
that are coming, this is partly because the move
seems so far away and partly because the
Board are only now starting to look at clinical
migration and staffing issues. UNISON believes
that it is critical the NHS bosses start speaking

Contact UNISON NHS Glasgow Clyde and CVS Branch
0141 331 4450
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From 2015 NHS workers across the
UK will have to work to ‘normal’
retirement age. Whilst some staff will
have protections, around 70% of
NHS staff will have a pension age of
between 65 and 68. UK Health
Departments and Trade Unions have
formed a ‘Working Longer Review’
which is supposed to be about
reviewing policies and approaches
across the NHS to see what can be
done to help staff work longer.

Assistant Branch Secretary Frances Lyall said, “A
few years ago UNISON challenged NHS bosses
who tried to sack staff aged 65+ in a cynical
attempt to get round changes in the law at that
time. There is no doubt that some members will
welcome the opportunity to extend their
working life, however the overwhelming
consensus is that expecting staff to work into

the mid to late sixties is not welcome.”

Branch officials met on 8 August to prepare a
‘policy response’ which will feed into the overall
UNISON response. Copy available on request
magazine@unisonglasgowclyde.com

Frances said, “With every mainstream political
party supporting the extension of retirement
ages there seems to be little prospect of
changing the law at present. That being the
case, UNISON needs to invest time and energy
into changing the culture. Its time NHS bosses
recognised that short staffing, bullying and
violence at work are real issues, which impact
on staff health. If NHS bosses are serious about
helping staff work longer, they need to accept
that staff policies need to encourage continued
employment, that means they need to change
the way they approach ill health, capability and
support for staff.”

Since signing the recognition agreement with Four Seasons UNISON staff and activists have been
out and about across Scotland meeting and listening to Four Seasons staff.

Across Scotland and the rest of the UK, Four Seasons staff have been signing up to UNISON. In a
matter of months the union’s membership has more than doubled in this key private sector employer
and secured a pay offer of 1.5%.

UNISON Scottish Secretary Mike Kirby said, “Four Seasons is a major provider of private care for
people in our communities. They are also a significant employer in the Scottish Care sector.
UNISON welcomes the vision and commitment they have shown by entering into a recognition
agreement with UNISON.”

Local Organiser Wendy Hudson has visited many care homes across the Centre and West of
Scotland, she said, “We’ve been made really welcome in most workplaces and staff have been
keen to talk to UNISON on a variety of issues. We’ve tried to pick up local issues where they
have arisen and UNISON staff working on this project have been sharing experiences and
findings with each other so that we can raise concerns properly with the employers.”

Working longer

UNISON Organiser Wendy Hudson signs up
a member on one of her workplace visits

Assistant
Branch
Secretary

Frances Lyall
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UNISON NHS Glasgow and Clyde Branch
recently agreed to support SiMBA after
hearing from volunteers of the charity which seeks to honour babies who have died, providing help
and support for their families.

Glasgow Royal Infirmary Steward and activist Margaret Bean said, “SIMBA wants to honour
babies who have died, been stillborn or miscarried, to help gather timeless memories. It
wasn’t so long ago that when a baby died it was taken away, no touch, no cuddles, no time
together … no memories. The work SIMBA does is about memories, they help gather precious
items for a Memory Box which they provide. SIMBA understands the importance of spending
time with baby in a Family Room. Adding a leaf on a Tree of Tranquillity shows that you are not
alone in your loss, and acts as a place to remember and reflect.”

You can find out more about this incredible Charity at www.simbacharity.org.uk

Keen to build on the
success the union
has had around
Nursing Assistants in
Mental Health
(upgraded from band
2 to band 3) a team
of UNISON stewards
and officials met
recently to discuss
pay for Nursing
Assistants across
NHS Glasgow and
Clyde.

Branch Treasurer and Service Conditions Officer
Julie Ballantyne (and a Nursing Assistant) said,
“UNISON has had a lot of successes around
pay issues for groups of members, but we are
very concerned that many of our Nursing
Assistant members across NHSGGC are
expected to do extended roles but are not
getting properly paid. We wanted to get

together and think about this issue specifically,
before deciding on a course of action.”

As a result the union has written to NHS bosses
highlighting its concern and asking for an urgent
meeting to discuss how the issue might be taken
forward.

Julie said, “There is no doubt that the new
hospital and reviews of clinical services will
drive changes into the way of working, UNISON
will use these initiatives to drive up Nursing
Assistant pay where we can, but we believe
that there are many nursing assistants now
who could be doing a work role that should see
them paid more.”

If you think that you are doing an ‘extended role’
you should raise this with your line manager in the
first instance (DO NOT STOP DOING YOUR
ADDITIONAL DUTIES) – if you are not successful,
speak to your UNISON steward and get advice
about a new and changed job request.

NURSING ASSISTANT – PAY

Branch Treasurer and Service
Conditions Officer Julie

Ballantyne
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UNISON Branch Secretary Cathy Miller is calling on UNISON members to ‘Get
Active’ and help their union.

She said “Fed up with public sector cuts, attacks on your income or your
family’s income. Short staffing getting you down, health and safety a problem,
don’t leave it to someone else, speak to your work colleagues and get active.”

With more than 1.3 million members working for public bodies, private
companies and voluntary-sector bodies across the full range of public services,
being part of UNISON means you have the full weight of the UK’s leading trade
union behind you.

You can help your colleagues and fellow UNISON members tackle this and other
issues by becoming a UNISON rep or workplace contact. 

Our activists and reps are organisers who talk to, recruit and organise members around workplace issues,
hold meetings, undertake surveys and help run ballots. They give members information about union
issues by publicising campaigns, distributing leaflets and keeping members informed about and involved
in local negotiations.

They are advisers and sounding boards, talking to members about workplace problems, advising on how
to deal with these and arranging for help or advice from elsewhere in the union or other sources.

They represent and speak on behalf of members in their workplace.

You can get active by calling 0141 331 4450 or emailing magazine@unisonglasgowclyde.com

NHS union UNISON has done it again. Following on from the ‘Pay as if at Work’ campaign for Nursing
members, the union began to press NHS Bosses on behalf of Facilities staff.

Facilities Convenor Rose Anderson said, “On an annual basis UNISON monitors staffing levels and
overtime rates in facilities. This years information suggested that there were lots of facilities
workers who were contracted to part time hours but regularly worked overtime or additional
hours. UNISON argued that NHS bosses should
identify these staff and extend their contracts to
reflect their additional and regular extra hours.”

NHS bosses have now confirmed that UNISON is correct
and 100s of facilities staff will now be offered extensions
to their contracted hours, meaning that they will get extra
pay when on leave or sick leave.

Rose added, “The details are still being worked out
between NHS bosses and the union, no doubt there
will be cases that need a specific look at them, but in
principle this is another significant win for UNISON
and UNISON members.”

Get Active!

UNISON DELIVERS FOR
FACILITIES MEMBERS

Branch Secretary
Cathy Miller
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UNISON members employed at the Board’s TSSU
will be better off thanks to a deal struck between
UNISON and NHS bosses, which will allow skilled
Decontamination Staff to proceed through pay
bands 2 and 3.

The deal requires TSSU staff to pass a series of
competence based ‘exams’ to make sure that they
are skilled enough and at a pre determined
competence level before they can progress onto
A4C band 3. UNISON have been working very
closely with NHS bosses after a series of ‘quality
control’ and ‘local management issues’ came to
light, requiring the Board to bring staff in from an
Agency and invest millions on new instruments.

Frances Lyall said, “UNISON has argued for
some time that the work undertaken by
members at TSSU is skilled and complex. If

UNISON member Jim Gormley thought that there was
nothing simpler, he would retire early (due to ill health) and
as a thank you NHS Glasgow and Clyde would recognise
his long service and provide him with retirement vouchers.

Jim said, “I had worked in the NHS since I was 18, now
it was time to end my career and I asked about the
retirement vouchers to be told that I wasn’t eligible
because I was taking early retirement. I was shocked
and disappointed, the policy did not say that I needed to be taking old age retirement. I felt
cheated and I phoned UNISON.”

UNISON picked up the issue for Jim (and other members affected in the same way at this time) after
complaints to the Chief Executive it was agreed that the Policy did not exclude people like Jim.

Jim added, “I was always a member of the union, but had never needed direct help until I had
left the NHS. Luckily I had taken up retired membership and UNISON came through for me.”

Retired members can stay in UNISON for a one-off
payment off £15 – call 0141 331 445 for more details.

Retired member Jim Gormley and UNISON
steward Raymond O’Donoghue with the

vouchers

UNISON delivers pay rise

they get it wrong, operations could be
cancelled and lives out at risk. This agreement
seeks to re-establish a grading/promotional
structure and at the same time properly reward
staff for the work that they do.” Frances added,
“Times are tough and cuts across the service
continue to be a major concern for UNISON,
but we will continue to fight for members and
get the best deal we can, when opportunities
arise.”
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Did you know?
This year, Barclays’ bonuses for top bankers alone were
£38.5 million

= 1,800 nurses

= 9,625 pain relieving hip operations

= 600 potentially life-saving neuroblastoma treatments for children
with cancer

= 3,000 home care workers to help the elderly remain in their own homes

The NHS Glasgow Clyde and CVS Branch
members survey on the 2013 pay rise has
now closed.

Branch Secretary Cathy Miller said, “Whilst
the vast majority of responses were in
favour of industrial action, the turn out was
very low and it will be hard for us to
convince the rest of the union that we have
a clear mandate.”

Nurse members seemed most angry at the
pay rise of 1% from 1 April, with Admin and
Clerical members less willing to take action.

� Nursing Family 80% Yes to strike action

� Admin & Clerical Family 64% Yes to strike
action

� AHP/Labs 78% Yes to strike Action

� Facilities 78% Yes to strike Action

A meeting of the Scottish Health Committee
confirmed that whilst Scottish members who
responded were angry, there appeared to be
no appetite for widespread industrial action
on pay this year, but did agree to further
consult members on the 1% pay increase
which has already been announced for
2012/13.

According to official NHS Glasgow and Clyde
statistics the Board had over 1000 staff
vacancies in June, with thousands of work
hours being given over to Bank or excess
hours working.

Whilst UNISON is actively engaged with
some departments to convert excess hour to
permanent contractual hours for staff, it is
clear that the Board needs to better focus on
vacancy management and filling of posts.

Branch Secretary Cathy Miller said, “UNISON
appreciates that there will always be a
turnover of staff in NHS Glasgow and
Clyde. But running with over a thousand
vacancies is wrong. It places too much
pressure on existing staff and will have an
impact on patient care. We simply cannot
run a safe service if the majority of these
posts are not filled.”

UNISON has written to NHS bosses
demanding urgent action and criticising them
for running with vacancies to help balance
budgets.

Cathy added, “Given the levels of
unemployment amongst local people and
in particular the problems newly qualified
nurse are having getting jobs, it’s time this
Board did its bit to help bring down
unemployment.”
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Letters …

SMOKERS RAGE

Dear UNISON,

My line manager has told staff that if
they smoke during paid breaks they
will be disciplined – even if they walk
off site. Can the employers do this? –
Non smoker who cares

Dear Non Smoker,

NHS bosses have implemented this
policy. As with all policies you are
required to follow them and
technically they could discipline you if
you breach a policy.

However UNISON thinks that this
policy and the bully boy approach
taken by some people is wrong.
That’s why we have written to the
Chief Executive to tell him what we
think. In the meantime we will defend
any UNISON member who is at risk
of disciplinary action for failure to
follow this draconian policy. Ed

ABOVE AND BEYOND

Dear UNISON,

I read your regular newsletters and email
updates and there is no doubt that you are
working hard for members. But I feel left
out. I am a Nursing Assistant paid on band
2, but I do lots of additional roles
including taking blood pressure and
bleeding.

When is my union going to do something
for me? NA – Vic Inf

Dear Nursing Assistant,

We are well aware that there are many
UNISON members going above and
beyond and not getting paid.

That’s why we have written to NHS
bosses on this very issue. In the
meantime you can ask your manager to
put forward a new and changed job if
they refuse speak to your local UNISON
steward and we will help you bring
forward a claim. Ed

WHAT’S HAPPENING?

Dear UNISON,

What’s happening with the new hospital in Glasgow? I have been told that I will b
e

expected to work there after it is open – I am a part time Domestic at the Western 
and

live a short walk from my workplace. If I am made to work at the new South Glas

Hospital I will spend more time getting to work than I do when I am there! I can’t

afford to lose my job, this can’t be fair. Worried – Western

Dear Worried,

UNISON is aware of your concerns, that’s why we are calling on NHS bosses
 to get

on with telling staff what is going on. The NHS might not be allowed to make staff

redundant but that doesn’t meant that staff will not be anxious or worried.

It would be daft if they expected you to spend more time travelling than you do

working and this is one of the fundamental issues that we are keen to talk to them

about. In the meantime speak to your local UNISON steward who will be able to

keep you up to speed. Ed
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UNISON
tax rebates
If you are a healthcare worker, Tax Rebate Services
can help you claim a UNISON tax rebate.

Tax Rebate Services specialises in helping healthcare professionals. We can
help you claim tax relief on your UNISON fees, cleaning of uniform, and use of
car for work purposes. By making a UNISON tax rebate claim you could not
only claim back £100s in tax relief, you can pay less tax in the future through a
change in your tax code!

Some groups of staff might even be entitled to a tax refund on their UNISON
subscription !

For further information about claiming a healthcare worker tax rebate,
www.taxrebateservices.co.uk


